24- Rehabilitation Works for the Playground
and Parking, Misdar
Jordan
GA 283/21

Misdar Parish
The parish was established in
1924, the building of the church
and school was completed in
1928. This continued until 1948
when many people from Palestine
fled to the area. There were so
many children that they had to
be taught in tents because there
were not enough rooms for
them. When the refugees who
were Christians and Muslims had
settled, they started to build small
houses. Again in 1967 many more joined them. This made for a large parish, which grew over the years
when many more fled from countries around the Middle East and it became a destination area for
immigration. It was the Church and Residence of the Vicariate until the late 1960s when the Vicariate
moved to Weibdeh. Later, with the building of the new Bishops Residence, Cathedral and offices
in 1998, the Vicariate moved to Sweifyeh. Today Misdar still continues to be the Mother Church of
Amman.

Project Description
Misdar is one of the poorest neighborhoods of Amman located in the Eastern parts of the city where
the families are struggling to maintain
their daily needs. The total population
of Misdar neighborhood is 200,000,
2,500 are Christians and only 1,000
are Latin Christian. The bad socioeconomic situation of the families is
affecting everyone, especially the
youth. The youth and children of Misdar
have no proper place to meet or play
and many of them are migrating to
adjacent cities for better opportunities.
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In an initiative to sustain the Christian presence in Misdar neighborhood, the Christ the King Parish of
Misdar, together with the Latin Patriarchate propose to create an outdoor recreational sports area that
can be used for the Christian youth and children which will help them in developing their own potentials
and cognitive skills through sports and play time and strengthen their connection to the church and
foster Christian values and faith. The project will also include the rehabilitation of the adjacent area to
create a suitable parking for the cars when using the facility. This initiative comes from the fact that the
parish lacks a proper and safe place for the young Christian generation to play and establishing a new
rehabilitated sports and recreational area will provide the students with the leisure facilities to meet and
play in a friendly Christian environment.  

Beneficiaries
The project will directly benefit the school students and kindergarten of Misdar, the youth and the
parishioners that will all enjoy a safe and appropriately furnished playground for the different social and
sports activities in a Christian environment and puts enormous positive impacts on their physical and
cognitive development and learning. The indirect beneficiary of the project is the Latin Patriarchate of
Jerusalem that strives to provide the best for its people and parishioners, and to allow the continuity of
the LPJ biblical mission in serving its communities in the Holy Land.

Cost Estimate
The project will include several civil, mechanical, electrical and demolishing works and purchasing
sports equipment for a total amount of USD 23,348.00.
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